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Abstract—A classic problem is the estimation of a set of pa-
rameters from measurements collected by only a few sensors.
The number of sensors is often limited by physical or economical
constraints and their placement is of fundamental importance
to obtain accurate estimates. Unfortunately, the selection of
the optimal sensor locations is intrinsically combinatorial and
the available approximation algorithms are not guaranteed to
generate good solutions in all cases of interest. We propose Frame-
Sense, a greedy algorithm for the selection of optimal sensor
locations. The core cost function of the algorithm is the frame
potential, a scalar property of matrices that measures the orthog-
onality of its rows. Notably, FrameSense is the first algorithm
that is near-optimal in terms of mean square error, meaning that
its solution is always guaranteed to be close to the optimal one.
Moreover, we show with an extensive set of numerical experiments
that FrameSense achieves state-of-the-art performance while
having the lowest computational cost, when compared to other
greedy methods.

Index Terms—Frame potential, greedy algorithm, inverse
problem, sensor placement.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N many contexts, it is of interest to measure physical phe-
nomena that vary in space and time. Common examples

are temperature, sound, and pollution. Modern approaches tack-
ling this problem are often based on wireless sensor networks
(WSN), namely systems composed of many sensing nodes, each
capable of measuring, processing and communicating informa-
tion about the surrounding environment.
Challenges and trade-offs characterize the design of a WSN.

One of the key aspects to design a successful WSN is the opti-
mization of the spatial locations of the sensors nodes, given the
location’s impact onmany relevant indicators, such as coverage,
energy consumption and connectivity. When the data collected
by the WSN is used to solve inverse problems, the optimization
of the sensor locations becomes even more critical. In fact, the
location of the sensor nodes determines the error of the solution
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of the inverse problem and its optimization represents the dif-
ference between being able to obtain a reasonable solution or
not. In this work we consider linear inverse problems defined as

(1)

where is the measured physical field, are
the parameters to be estimated and is the known
linear model representing the relationship between the measure-
ments and the parameters. Note that this simple model can be
easily adapted to more complicated scenarios. For example, if
the collected measurements are linear combinations of the phys-
ical field, as in the presence of a sampling kernel, we simply con-
sider , where and represent the sampling kernel
and the physical phenomenon, respectively.
The role of depends on the specific inverse problem. For

example, if the WSN is designed for source localization, rep-
resents the location and the intensity of the field sources. On
the other hand, if we are planning to interpolate the measured
samples to recover the entire field, we may think of as its
low-dimensional representation. In other scientific applications,
for example [1]–[3], the solution of a linear inverse problem is
a step within a complex procedure and may not have a direct
interpretation. Nonetheless, the accurate estimation of is of
fundamental importance.
It is generally too expensive or even impossible to sense the

physical field with sensor nodes, where is determined
by the resolution of the discrete physical field. Assume we have
only sensors, then we need to analyze how to choose the
sampling locations such that the solution of the linear inverse

problem (1) has the least amount of error. Namely, we would
like to choose the most informative rows of out of the
available ones. One could simply adopt a brute force approach
and inspect all the possible combinations for the sensor loca-
tions. In this case, the operation count is exponential due to its
combinatorial nature, making the approach unfeasible even for
modest values of .
It is possible to significantly reduce the computational cost

by accepting a sub-optimal sensor placement produced by an
approximation algorithm. In this case, near-optimal algorithms
are desired since they always produce a solution of guaranteed
quality. We measure this quality as the ratio between the value
of the approximated solution and the value of the optimal one,
and we call it the approximation factor.

A. Problem Statement and Prior Art

We consider the linear model introduced in (1) and a WSN
measuring the field at only locations. We denote the
sets of measured locations and of available locations as
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and , respectively. Note that
and .
The measured field is denoted as , where the sub-

script represents the selection of the elements of indexed by .
Consequently, we define a pruned matrix , where
we kept only the rows of indexed by . We obtain a smaller
linear system of equations,

(2)

where we still recover , but with a reduced set of measure-
ments, . Note that we have by definition and

.
Given the set of measurements , there may not exist an

that solves (2). If it exists, the solution may not be unique. To
overcome this problem, we usually look for the least squares
solution, defined as . Assume that

has rank , then this solution is found using the Moore-
Penrose pseudoinverse,

where . The pseudoinverse generalizes
the concept of inverse matrix to non-square matrices and is
also known as the canonical dual frame in frame theory. For
simplicity of notation, we introduce ,
a Hermitian-symmetric matrix that strongly influences the
reconstruction performance. More precisely, the error of the
least squares solution depends on the spectrum of . That is,
when the measurements are perturbed by a zero-mean i.i.d.
Gaussian noise with variance , the mean square error (MSE)
of the least squares solution [4] is

(3)

where is the -th eigenvalue of the matrix . We thus state
the sensor placement problem as follows.
Problem 1: Given a matrix and a number of

sensors , find the sensor placement such that

(4)

Note that if is rank deficient, that is , then
the MSE is not bounded.
A trivial choice would be to design algorithms minimizing

directly the MSE with some approximation procedure, such as
greedy ones. In practice, the MSE is not used because it has
many unfavorable local minima. Therefore, the research effort
is focused in finding tight proxies of the MSE that can be effi-
ciently optimized. In what follows, we survey different approx-
imation strategies and proxies from the literature.

B. Prior Work

Classic solutions to the sensor placement problem can be
classified in three categories: convex optimization, greedy
methods and heuristics.
Convex optimization methods [5], [6] are based on the relax-

ation of the Boolean constraints representing the sensor

placement to the convex set . This relaxation is usually
not tight as heuristics are needed to choose the sensor locations
and there is no a-priori guarantee on the distance from the op-
timal solution. The authors in [6] define an online bound for the
quality of the obtained solution by looking at the gap between
the primal and the dual problem.
Heuristic methods [7]–[12] are valid options to reduce the

cost of the exhaustive search, which has a prohibitive cost.
Again, even if the methods work in practice, little can be said
about the quality or the optimality of the solution.
Greedy algorithms leveraging the submodularity of the cost

function [13] are a class of algorithms having polynomial com-
plexity and guaranteed performance with regards to the chosen
cost function [5], [14]–[17]. Since the MSE is not submodular
in general [15], [17], alternative cost functions have been con-
sidered [5], [14]–[17]. The proposed methods are theoretically
near-optimal with regards to the chosen cost function, but little
can be said about the achieved MSE. Moreover, the local op-
timization of the proposed cost functions are computationally
demanding, often requiring the inversion of large matrices [14].
Therefore, approximations of the cost functions have been pro-
posed [14], offering a significant speedup for an acceptable re-
duction of the solution’s quality.
Beside the approximation strategy, approximation algorithms

are differentiated by the chosen cost function. Under restrictive
assumptions, theMSE can be chosen as a cost function, see [15],
[18]. In [17], the authors bounded the performance of greedy al-
gorithms optimizing , a measure of goodness of fit based on
the MSE, using the concept of submodularity ratio. However,
such algorithm is generally less performant than the greedy al-
gorithms optimizing proxies of the MSE. Common proxies of
the MSE are inspired by information theoretic measures such
as entropy [12], cross-entropy [16], [19] andmutual information
[14]. A popular choice is the maximization of the log determi-
nant of , being the volume of the confidence ellipsoid given
by the measurements. This proxy has been historically intro-
duced in D-Optimal experiment design [20], but has also been
successfully proposed as a cost function for a convex relaxed
method [6] and greedy algorithms [5]. Other proxies have also
been introduced in optimal experiment design, such as maxi-
mization of the smallest eigenvalue (E-Optimal design) or
the maximization of the trace of (T-Optimal design). A de-
tailed description of the different choices available for experi-
ment design can be found in [20].
Note that there exists optimal strategies with a reasonable

computational cost for some specific scenarios. This is the case
when we have the freedom of completely designing the matrix

given the dimensions and . More precisely, if ,
the optimal basis corresponds to an orthonormal basis, while
if , then we are looking for a unit-norm tight frame
[21], [22]. Benedetto et al. showed that each tight frame is a
non-unique global minimizer of the frame potential (FP), that is
a scalar property of the frame defined as

where is the th row of . One of the reasons of the popu-
larity of the FP in the frame theory community is its interesting
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Fig. 1. A graphical representation of the unit-norm rows of two matrices and
. On the left, the rows are optimally spread on minimizing the FP and the

MSE. This is also know as the Mercedes-Benz frame and is a typical example
of a unit-norm tight frame. On the right, is the frame built by adding a vector
to the orthonormal basis of . The three vectors are not minimizing
the FP and therefore they are not in equilibrium with regards to the frame force.
You can envision a parallel example with three electrons on a unit circle under
the Coulomb force. More precisely, if the three electrons are free to move, they
would reach an equilibrium when located as the vectors of , up to a rotation
factor.

physical interpretation [23]. Namely, it is the potential energy
of the so-called frame force, a force between vectors inspired
by the Coulomb force. The frame force and its potential energy
have been introduced for their orthogonality encouraging prop-
erty: the force is repulsive when the angle between the two vec-
tors is acute, null when they are orthogonal and attractive when
the angle is obtuse. A graphical explanation of this physical in-
terpretation is given in Fig. 1, where the unit-norm rows of two
matrices and belonging to are represented. While ,
that is the unit-norm tight frame minimizing the FP, has vectors
as close to orthogonality as possible and therefore in equilibrium
with regards to the frame force, the vectors of are not opti-
mally close to orthogonality and the FP is thus not minimized.
Note that according to frame theory [22], is the matrix that
also achieves the minimum MSE (per component).
Note that the FP is also known as the total summed correla-

tion in communication theory [24]. It is used to optimize the sig-
natures of CDMA systems to achieve the Welch’s lower bound
[25] and maximize the capacity of the channel.
Given its interpretation and its role in defining the existence

of tight frames—the optimal frames in terms of MSE—we hy-
pothesize that the FP is an interesting cost function for an ap-
proximation algorithm.

C. Our Contributions

We propose FrameSense, a greedy sensor placement method
that minimizes the frame potential to choose the sensing loca-
tions . We briefly summarize the innovative aspects of the pro-
posed algorithm:
• Under some stability conditions regarding the spectrum of

, FrameSense is the only known algorithm, to the best of
our knowledge, that is near-optimal with regards to MSE.

• FrameSense outperforms other greedy algorithms in terms
of MSE.

• FrameSense is on par with the method based on convex
relaxation [6], which uses heuristics to improve the local
solution and has a significantly higher complexity.

• The computational cost of FrameSense is significantly
lower with regards to the other considered algorithms.

The remainder of the paper uses the following notations: cal-
ligraphic letters as indicate sets of elements, while bold let-
ters as and indicates matrices and vectors, respectively.
The -th largest eigenvalue of is denoted as .
Moreover, we always consider a real physical field and real
matrices for simplicity but the extension to the complex do-
main does not require major adjustments.
The content is organized as follows. In Section II we intro-

duce some frame theory concepts focusing on the role of the FP.
We describe FrameSense and the analysis of its near-optimality
in Section III and we numerically compare its performance with
various other algorithms in Section IV.

II. THE FRAME POTENTIAL IN FRAME THEORY

This section briefly introduces some of the basic concepts of
frame theory that are useful to understand and analyze the pro-
posed algorithm. Frame theory studies and designs families of
matrices such that is well-conditioned. More precisely,

is a frame for a Hilbert space if there exists two scalars
and such that so that for every we
have

where and are called frame bounds. is a tight frame
when and its columns are orthogonal by construction.
Of particular interest is the case of unit norm tight frames
(UNTF); these are tight frames whose frame elements—the
rows —have unit norm. These provide Parseval-like relation-
ships, despite the non-orthogonality of the frame elements of
. In addition to (3), there are other interesting relationships

between the characteristics of and the spectrum of . For
example, we can express the FP as

Moreover, the sum of the eigenvalues of is equal to the sum
of the norm of the rows, .
These quantities of interest take a simplified analytical form

for UNTFs. In this scenario, we know [22] that the FP is min-
imum with regards to all other matrices of the same size with
unit-norm rows, and it is equal to . According
to [22], the optimal MSE is also achieved when the FP is mini-
mized and it is equal to . Note that in this case
all the eigenvalues are equal, .
Next, we would like to intuitively explain why the FP is a

good candidate to be a proxy for theMSE. Consider the distance
between the FP of a matrix with unit-norm rows
and the FP of a UNTF. Then, it is possible to show that this
distance is always positive and equal to

where is the value of the eigenvalues . Note that if we
minimize the FP of , then each converges to .
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At the same time, the distance between the MSE of and
the MSE of the UNTF can be expressed as

Now, it is easy to see that if the eigenvalues converge to ,
then converges to the MSE of a UNTF, being also
the optimal one [22].

III. FRAMESENSE: A NEAR-OPTIMAL SENSOR PLACEMENT

Even if the intuition given in Section II is clear, it does not
directly explain why an algorithm placing the sensor according
to the FP would perform well in terms of MSE. Indeed, we
need to address some complications such as matrices having
rows with different norms and the non-uniform convergence of
the eigenvalues. In what follows, we first describe the details
of FrameSense and then analyze its near-optimality in terms of
both the FP and the MSE.

A. The Algorithm

FrameSense finds the sensor locations given the known
model and the number of available sensors nodes with a
greedy minimization of the FP. It is a greedy “worst-out” algo-
rithm: at each iteration it removes the row of that maximally
increases the FP. In other words, we define a set of locations
that are not suitable for sensing and at each iteration we add to
the row that maximizes the following cost function:

(5)

The pseudo-code for FrameSense is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: FrameSense

Require: Linear Model , Number of sensors

Ensure: Sensor locations
1) Initialize the set of locations, .
2) Initialize the set of available locations, .
3) Find the first two rows to eliminate,

.
4) Update the available locations, .
5) Repeat until locations are found

a) If , stop.
b) Find the optimal row, .
c) Update the set of removed locations, .
d) Update the available locations, .

One may ask why we do not optimize directly the MSE, in-
stead ofminimizing the FP, which indirectly optimizes theMSE.
As we have already indicated, a greedy algorithm optimizing a
general function, like the MSE, converges to a local stationary
point of the cost function and we have no guarantee on the dis-
tance from the global optimum. On the other hand, we can prove
that FrameSense is near-optimal with regards to the FP by ex-
ploiting the submodularity of the cost function. In addition, we

also guarantee the performance of FrameSense in terms of the
MSE, exploiting a link between FP and MSE.

B. Near-Optimality of FrameSense With Regards to FP

We define the performance of FrameSense with regards to FP
using the theory of submodular functions. We start by defining
the concept of submodularity that relates to the concept of di-
minishing returns: if we add an element to a set , the benefit
is smaller or equal than adding the same element to one of the
subsets of . Then, we introduce a theorem by Nemhauser et al.
[13] that defines the approximation factor of greedy algorithms
maximizing a submodular function. We continue by showing
that FrameSense satisfies the conditions of Nemhauser’s the-
orem and we derive its approximation factor in terms of FP.
Definition 1 (Submodular Function): Given two sets and
such that and given an element , a

function is submodular if it satisfies

(6)

Submodular functions are useful in combinatorial optimiza-
tion because greedy algorithms have favorable properties when
optimizing a function with such a property. More precisely, it
has been proved that the greedy maximization of submodular
functions is near-optimal [13].
Theorem 1 (Near-Optimal Maximization of Submodular

Function [13]): Let be a normalized, monotone, sub-
modular set function over a finite set . Let be the set
of elements chosen by the greedy algorithm, and let

be the optimal set of elements.
Then

where is Euler’s number.
Namely, if satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, then the

solution of the greedy algorithm is always close to the optimal
one. These conditions are satisfied by the cost function in (5),
as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 1 (Submodularity of the Cost Function): The set

function maximized in Algorithm 1,

(7)

is a normalized, monotone, submodular function.
Proof: The set function is normalized if . Here,

normalization is trivially shown since by definition.
To show monotonicity, we pick a generic matrix of rows,
a set and an index . Then, we compute the increment
of due to with regards to the set , showing that it is always
positive.
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where is due to a change of variable . Assuming
without loss of generality that , we check the sub-
modularity according to Definition 1.

Now, we use Theorem 1 to derive the approximation factor
of FrameSense with regards to the FP.
Theorem 2 (FP Approximation Factor): Consider a ma-

trix and a given number of sensors , such
that . Denote the optimal set of locations as

and the greedy solution
found by FrameSense as . Then, is near-optimal with
regards to the FP,

(8)

where is the approximation

factor and is the sum of the
norms of the rows with the smallest norm.

Proof: According to Lemma 1, the cost function used in
FrameSense satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. Therefore,

where is the considered cost func-
tion, is the set of rows eliminated by FrameSense and

. If we consider the cost function, we obtain

(9)

Then, we note that the following minimization problem,

is equivalent, under the change of variable , to

Using the equivalence in (9), we obtain

To conclude the proof, we bound from above the term
. First, we consider the optimal solution OPT to

select a tight frame whose rows have a summed norm of
,

Then, we assume that OPT selects the rows having the smallest
norm, .
Note that the FP of the original matrix influences significantly

the final result: the lower the FP of , the tighter the approxima-
tion obtained by the greedy algorithm. Therefore, FrameSense
performs better when the original matrix is closer to a tight
frame. In fact, the FP is bounded as follows,

where the lower bound is reached by tight frames and the upper
bound by rank 1 matrices.
Moreover, Theorem 2 suggests to remove from the rows

whose norm is significantly smaller with regards to the others
to improve the performance of FrameSense. This suggestion is
intuitive, since such rows are also the least informative.

C. Near-Optimality of FrameSense With Regards to MSE

Having a near-optimal FP does not necessarily mean that the
obtained MSE is also near-optimal. Here, we show that, under
some assumptions on the spectrum of , FrameSense is near-
optimal with regards to the MSE.
Before going to the technical details, we generalize the con-

cept of number of sensors to account for the norms of the rows
of . More precisely, we keep as the number of rows and
we define as the sum of the norms of the
rows of for a generic set . We also define the two extremal
values of ,

(10)

(11)

indicating respectively the minimum and the maximum value
of among all possible selections of out of rows of .

is also connected to the spectrum of . Indeed, is the
trace of and thus it is also the sum of its eigenvalues,

If has rows with unit-norm, then .
As a first step to prove the near-optimality with regards to

MSE, we consider a possible placement and we bound the
MSE of the matrix using its FP and the spectrum of . To
obtain such a bound, we use a known inequality [26] involving
variance, arithmetic mean and harmonic mean of a set of posi-
tive bounded numbers, in this case the eigenvalues of . The
following lemma describes the bound, while its proof is given
in Appendix A.
Lemma 2 (MSE Bound): Consider any with

and denote the spectrum of as
. Then the MSE is bounded according to the FP as,

(12)
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(13)

where and are defined as in (10) and (11).
Lemma 2 is key to study the approximation factor with re-

gards to the MSE. Specifically, it allows to analyze the two ex-
tremal cases:
• Given the optimal FP, what is the lowest MSE we can
achieve?

• Given the worst case FP according to Theorem 2, what is
the largest MSE we may encounter?

Lemma 2 implies the necessity to properly bound the spec-
trum of any with a given FP obtained from . While it is
possible to bound with the FP, it is also easy to build matrices
with , compromising the bound given in (12). Therefore,
we introduce the following property to control the eigenvalues
of any .
Definition 2 ( -Bounded Frame): Consider a matrix

where and . Then, we say that is
-bounded if, for every such that , has

a bounded spectrum

where , and is
average value of .
The concept of -bounded frames is similar to the notion

of matrices satisfying the restricted isometry property, that are
used in compressive sensing to guarantee the reconstruction of
a sparse vector from a limited number of linear measurements
[27]. Moreover, it allows us to define an approximation factor
for the MSE that does not depend on the FP, the cost-function
we minimize.
Theorem 3 (MSE Approximation Factor for -Bounded

Frames): Consider a matrix and sen-
sors. Assume to be a -bounded frame, let be the ratio

and define the optimal placement in terms of MSE
as . Then the solution
of FrameSense is near-optimal with regards to the MSE,

where is the approximation factor of the MSE and is the
approximation factor of the FP.

Proof: First, we compute the worst caseMSEwhen Frame-
Sense yields the worst FP, that is for .
Using the upper bound (12) and the bounds on the spectrum for

-bounded frames, we have

(14)

Then, we compute the best case MSE when the FP is optimal.
We note that the lower bound (13) of the MSE is monotonically
decreasing with regards to the FP. Therefore, we use the same
strategy considered for the lower bound, and obtain

(15)

Note that we consider that the optimal MSE is achieved for the
optimal FP because the lower bound of the MSE is monoton-
ically decreasing with regards to FP. Finally, we compute the
MSE approximation ratio as the ratio between (14) and (15),
obtaining the desired result.
The definition of -bounded frames is key to the proof. It

turns out that many families of adequately normalized random
matrices satisfy Definition 2, but it is hard to build deterministic
matrices with such property. Nonetheless, FrameSense works
well even for that are not provably -bounded. The same
happens for compressed sensing and RIP matrices [28].

D. Practical Considerations on FrameSense

One point of FrameSense that needs improvement is the op-
timization of the sensing energy . In fact, the FP tends to
discard the rows having a larger norm, which in theory could be
more relevant to minimize the MSE. As an example, consider a
matrix built as follows,

(16)

where is a generic matrix and is a constant. Frame-
Sense would sub-optimally pick rows from the first matrix, dis-
carding the ones from the second matrix and creating a sub-op-
timal sensor placement. In fact, the second matrix would have
a lower MSE thanks to the multiplicative constant . To limit
such phenomenon, we optimize the sensor location on , that
is a with unit-norm rows. This solution is not perfect: it re-
moves the negative bias introduced by the norm of , but it
does not exploit the sensing energy to improve the sensor place-
ment . We leave to future work the study of a new FP-based
algorithm able to exploit the information contained in the norm
of the rows.
We conclude this section with a quantification of the bounds

given in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 in a simple scenario. Con-
sider a matrix filled with i.i.d. Gaussian complex
random variables with zero mean and variance . As-
sume that and , with . Then,
we have the following inequalities verified in expectation,

According to Theorem 2, the approximation factor of the FP is
equal to . We assume that is sufficiently large
and we consider the Marchenko-Pastur law [29] to compute the
following approximated bounds for the eigenvalues of ,

In this scenario, the MSE approximation factor is equal to,
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Fig. 2. Performance comparison between FrameSense and other greedy algorithms using common cost functions. We randomly generate matrices with
and and test different greedy algorithms for a varying number of placed sensors . The performance is measured in terms of MSE, so the lower the
curve, the higher the performance. The shaded areas represent the positive side of the error bars, measured using the standard deviation over 100 realizations. We
consider four different types of sensing matrices, and in all cases FrameSense outperforms the other algorithms. We underline the consistency of FrameSense over
the four types of matrices.

For example, if and , then we have
and .

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we analyze the performance of FrameSense
and compare it with state-of-the-art algorithms for sensor place-
ment.

A. Synthetic Data

First, we compare the FP with other cost functions when
used in a naive greedy algorithm. Among the ones listed in
Section I-B, we select the following three cost functions: mu-
tual information [14], determinant of [5], and MSE [15].
We also consider an algorithm that randomly places the sensors
to relate the obtained results to a random selection.
The greedy algorithms are tested on different types of sensing

matrices :
• random matrices with Gaussian i.i.d. entries,
• random matrices with Gaussian i.i.d. entries whose rows
are normalized,

• random matrices with Gaussian i.i.d. entries with ortho-
normalized columns, that we call random tight frame due
to the Naimark theorem [30],

• random matrices with Bernoulli i.i.d entries.
Note that the use of random matrices is sub-optimal, since we
would rarely encounter such a case in a real-world scenario.

However, it is the only available dataset that allows us to test
thoroughly the different algorithms.
We consider and evaluate the performance in

terms of MSE for . We use 100
different instances for each combination, and we compute the
average MSE as a function of . Note that the MSE is always
computed using (3), which assumes i.i.d. Gaussian noise per-
turbing the measurements and a uniform distribution on .
The relatively small size of and the low number of trials are
due to the lack of scalability of certain cost functions, which re-
quire the computation of large matrices. The results are given in
Fig. 2. We note that FrameSense is consistently outperforming
all other cost functions. In the random Gaussian matrices case,
the determinant shows similar results. However, looking at the
Bernoulli matrices case, we see that the determinant leads to a
significantly worse MSE. Note that certain cost functions show
worse performance than a random selection of the rows. While
this phenomena could be partially explained by the special prop-
erties of certain families of randommatrices, it indicates the im-
portance of choosing a well-studied cost function for which we
can obtain performance bounds with respect to the MSE.
According to the theory of random matrices, any selection of

rows should have the same spectrum on expectation. Therefore,
it should not be possible to outperform the random selection of
rows. However, the theoretical analysis of random matrices is
generally valid only asymptotically, while here we show results
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Fig. 3. Comparison in terms of computational time as a function of between
FrameSense and other greedy algorithms using commonly considered cost func-
tions. The lower the curve the faster the algorithm. Note how FrameSense is the
fastest algorithm, the exception being the random selection. Moreover, observe
how the different algorithms scales equivalently with . Errors bars are not
shown because they are smaller than the markers.

for relatively small matrices. This phenomenon could also be
of interest for other domains, such as compressed sensing, in-
dicating the possibility of optimizing the spectrum of random
matrices to improve their performance.
In Fig. 3, we show the average computational time

with regards to the number of possible sensor locations
. We consider 100 random Gaussian

matrices and we place sensors. We underline
that FrameSense is significantly faster than any other greedy
algorithm, the only exception being the random selection that
has a computational time close to zero. Note that the other
parameters, such as and , have little influence on the
computational time, which strongly depends on .
In a second experiment, we compare FrameSense with a

state-of-the-art method based on convex optimization [6].
Since the algorithm proposed by Joshi et al. [6] is structurally
different from FrameSense, we focus this analysis on two pa-
rameters: the computational time and the MSE. We fix
and the ratio between the number of sensors and the number of
available locations as . Then, we vary the number of
possible locations as .
The results for Gaussian random matrices are given in Fig. 5.
First, we note that the convex method achieves a lower MSE,
however the performance gap decreases when we increase the
number of sensors. This is not surprising, since FrameSense is
a greedy algorithm that does not require parameter fine-tuning
nor heuristics, while the convex relaxation method integrates
some efficient heuristics. For example, at every iteration, it re-
fines the selection by looking at all the possible swaps between
the chosen locations and the discarded ones. This strategy is
particularly effective when : in fact, swapping just
one row can improve significantly the spectrum of , and
consequently the MSE achieved by . The heuristics, while
effective in terms of MSE, increase also the computational cost.
In fact, FrameSense is significantly faster.
The last comparison also opens an interesting direction for fu-

ture work. In fact, the convex relaxed algorithm optimizes the

determinant of and its near-optimality in terms of MSE has
not been shown. Moreover, this cost function has been proven
to be less effective compared to FP when used in a greedy algo-
rithm (see Fig. 2). Therefore, we expect that a convex relaxed
scheme based on the FP has the potential to define a new state of
the art, mixing the advantages of FP and the heuristics proposed
in [6].
To conclude the performance analysis, we study the trade-off

between computational complexity and performance for all the
considered algorithms, greedy and not. We picked 100 instances
of each of the random matrices proposed in the first experiment
with , and . We measured the average
computational time and average MSE obtained by each algo-
rithm and the results are given in Fig. 4. We note a general trend
connecting the four subfigures: FrameSense is the fastest algo-
rithm, by at least an order of magnitude, while its performance is
just second, as previously shown, to the convex relaxed method
proposed by Joshi et al. [6].
Since the sensor placement is an off-line procedure, we may

argue that the computational time is of secondary importance.
While this is true in many applications, there are certain appli-
cations where it is necessary to recompute regularly. This is
usually the case when changes in time due to changes of the
physical field and it is possible to adaptively reallocate the sen-
sors. In other applications, such as the ones where we attempt to
interpolate the entire field from measurements, the number of
possible locations grows with the desired resolution. In this
case, a lower computational time is of critical importance.

B. Temperature Estimation on Many-Core Processors

We now analyze the impact of FrameSense on a real-world
problem where sensor placement is of fundamental importance.
We describe the problem, followed up by a simulation showing
the improvement with respect to the state of the art.
The continuous evolution of process technology increases the

performance of processors by including more cores memories
and complex interconnection fabrics on a single chip. Unfortu-
nately, a higher density of components increases the power den-
sities and amplifies the concerns for thermal issues. In particular,
it is key to design many-core processors that prevent hot spots
and large on-chip temperature gradients, as both conditions se-
verely affect the overall system’s characteristics. A non-exhaus-
tive list of problems induced by thermal stress includes higher
failure rate, reduced performance, increased power consump-
tion due to current leakage and increased cooling costs. To over-
come these issues, the latest designs include the thermal in-
formation into the workload allocation strategy to obtain op-
timal performance while avoiding critical thermal scenarios.
Consequently, a few sensors are deployed on the chip to col-
lect thermal data. However, their number is limited by area/
power constraints and their optimal placement, that detects all
the worst-case thermal scenarios, is still unresolved and has re-
ceived significant attention [8], [32]–[35].
An improved sensor placement algorithm would lead to

a reduction of the sensing cost in terms of used silicon sur-
face. Moreover, it implies a reduction of the reconstruction
error, making possible the use of more aggressive scheduling
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Fig. 4. Tradeoff between computational time and MSE. We randomly generate matrices—according to four different models—with , and
sensors. The performance is measured in terms of MSE, therefore the lower the dot, the higher the performance. On the other hand, the computational

time is measured in seconds. The error bars are represented as ellipsoids, where the length of the axes represent the standard deviation of the data point. Note that,
FrameSense is the fastest algorithm by one order of magnitude and it is the second best algorithm in terms of MSE. When the legend refer to a cost function, we
considered a naive greedy algorithm optimizing that cost function. On the other hand, we refer to the authors for specific algorithms implementing complicated
schemes and/or heuristics.

Fig. 5. Analysis of the tradeoff between computational time and MSE for
FrameSense and the convex relaxed algorithm proposed by Joshi et al. [6].
We generate 100 Gaussian matrices with and of increasing size

, while we place sensors.
The error bars are represented as ellipsoids, where the length of the axes
represent the standard deviation of the data point. We measure the average
computational time together with the average MSE, showing that while
FrameSense is significantly faster than the convex algorithm, the difference in
MSE is minimal. Moreover, the gap in the quality of the solution decreases for
an increasing size of the problem .

strategies and consequently improves the processor perfor-
mance. In [31], we proposed the following strategy: learn
using a principal component analysis on an extensive set of

simulated thermal maps, then place the sensors with a greedy
algorithm minimizing the coherence between the rows. This
work achieved a significant improvement compared to the pre-
vious state-of-the-art approach [32] that was based on specific
knowledge of the spectrum of the thermal maps.
We consider a sensing matrix equivalent to one defined in

[31] but at a lower resolution for computational reasons. More
precisely, we consider thermal maps at a resolution of 16 15
and a matrix . Then, we compare FrameSense,
our previous greedy algorithm from [31] and the other algo-
rithms considered in Fig. 2. The results are shown in Fig. 6. We
note that the performance of the placement algorithm has been
further improved by FrameSense, without increasing the com-
putational cost or changing the reconstruction strategy. More-
over, we are now able to guarantee the near-optimality of the
algorithmwith respect to theMSE of the estimated thermal map.
Note that we are only discussing the impact of an optimized

sensor placement when we consider the based on the Eigen-
maps described in [31]. The joint problem of sensor placement
and reconstruction of thermal maps is more complex and other
factors may play a fundamental role. For example, it may be
more convenient to use an opportunely constructed DCT frame
[32] to reduce the memory occupation at the price of a reduced
reconstruction precision. The comparison of the reconstruction
performance in terms of MSE for the various algorithms when
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Fig. 6. Comparison between FrameSense, the other greedy algorithms and a coherence-based greedy algorithm proposed in [31]. In this experiment, we consider
the sensors placement to estimate the temperature of an 8-core microprocessor using a limited number of sensors. Two different matrices are proposed: on the
left, the matrix is generated from a principal component analysis of known thermal maps as in [31]; on the right, the matrix is
the subsampled DCT matrix proposed in [32]. The shaded area represents the positive side of the error bar for the random sensor placement, measured using the
standard deviation over 100 realizations. Note that FrameSense significantly outperforms the previous coherence-based method and the other greedy algorithms,
in particular when the number of sensors is close to the number of estimated parameters, that is .

Fig. 7. Examples of reconstruction of a thermal map of resolution 56 60
using two different sensor placements. The real thermal map is depicted in (a),
while the reconstructed thermal maps using FrameSense and the algorithm pro-
posed in [31] are given in (b) and (c), respectively. sensors are placed
to measure parameters and the measurements are corrupted by noise
with an SNR of 8.5 dB. Note that the reconstruction using FrameSense is close
to the real map, while the other one is extremely noisy. The details regarding
the generation of the thermal maps are available in [31].

considering the based on the DCT frame are given
in Fig. 6. Again, FrameSense outperforms all the other place-
ment algorithms, in particular when the number of sensors is
limited.
In Fig. 7, we present an example of a thermal map and the two

reconstructions obtained by sensor placements optimized by ei-
ther FrameSense or the coherence-based algorithm. Notably, the
reconstruction obtained with the sensor placement proposed by
FrameSense is significantly more precise.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We studied the optimization of sensor placement when the
collected measurements are used to solve a linear inverse
problem. The problem is equivalent to choosing rows out of
from a matrix such that the resulting matrix has favorable

spectral properties. The problem is intrinsically combinatorial
and approximation algorithms are necessary for real-world
scenarios. While many algorithms have been proposed, none
has guaranteed performance in terms of the MSE of the solution
of the inverse problem, which is the key merit figure.

We proposed FrameSense, a greedy worst-out algorithmmin-
imizing the FP. Even if this chosen cost function is well-known
in frame theory for its fundamental role in the construction of
frames with optimal MSE, FrameSense is the first algorithm ex-
ploiting it as a cost function for the sensor placement problem.
Our theoretical analysis demonstrates the following innovative
aspects:
• FrameSense is near-optimal with respect to the FP,
meaning that it always places the sensors such that the
obtained FP is guaranteed to be close to the optimal one.

• under RIP-like assumptions for , FrameSense is also
near-optimal with respect to the MSE. Note that Frame-
Sense is the first algorithm with this important property.

We provided extensive numerical experiments showing
that FrameSense achieves the best performance in terms of
MSE while having the lowest computational complexity when
compared to many other greedy algorithms. FrameSense is also
competitive performance-wise with a state-of-the-art algorithm
based on a convex relaxation proposed in [6], while having a
substantially smaller computational time.
We showed that FrameSense has appealing performance on

a real-world scenario, the reconstruction of thermal maps of
many-core processors. We showed a potential for reducing the
number of sensors required to estimate precisely the thermal
distribution on a chip, reducing the occupied area and the con-
sumed power by the sensors.
Future work will be three-fold. First, it is foreseeable to relax

the RIP-like condition on by considering that the characteris-
tics of the FP are potentially sufficient to avoid matrices with
an unfavorable spectral distribution. Moreover, it would be in-
teresting to show that there exists matrices, random or determin-
istic, that are -bounded frames. Second, we believe that a
convex relaxed scheme based on the FP integrating the heuris-
tics proposed by Joshi et al. [6] could improve significantly the
MSE of the obtained solution, while keeping the near-optimality
thanks to the FP. Third, we would like to derive a new cost func-
tion that exploits the sensing energy of the rows, as described in
Section III-D.
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APPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma 2

In this section, we bound the MSE of a matrix
as a function of its FP and the spectrum of .
First, consider the harmonic mean , the

arithmetic mean and the standard deviation

of the eigenvalues of . All these
quantities are linked to , the number of sensors
and . More precisely, we have

Then, we consider the following bounds for the harmonic mean
of a set of positive numbers derived by Sharma [26],

where and are the smallest and the largest number in the
set.We use the expressions of A andH andwe remove themixed
term in the denominator to obtain,

As expected when the FP achieves its global minima, that is
, we achieve the optimal MSE of a tight frame.

To conclude the proof, we consider the two bounds separately
starting from the lower one. Let and we plug in the
value of . We also consider without loss of generality

, since we can always improve the MSE by increasing the
sensing power . Then,

We obtain the final result by using lower bound on the largest
eigenvalue: .
The approach to prove the upper bound is exactly symmet-

rical. Specifically, consider , and use the
upper bound on the smallest eigenvalue .
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